




















































































Alabama Gulf Coast Recovery Council 
Proposal Evaluation for Direct Component   Summary Sheet 
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Project Name:  Fairhope Working Waterfront and Green Space Project  Project ID: 332     

Requested Funding:   $  6,200,000               Additional Funding Sources Amount:  $0     

 

Additional Funding Secured?  Y   N   Unknown        

 

Can Funding be secured from other sources?  Y   N   Unknown        

Geographic Area of Project:  Fairhope, Mobile County                                                                                                

Restore Act Project Classification:  Infrastructure benefiting the economy       

1. Key Activities Identified:              

- upgrades and improvements to Fairhope Municipal Pier and South Beach Park (all inclusive upgrades) 

- suggests Pier and Green space is a Phase 1 project (infers a broader desire on the Eastern shore to protect / enhance 

resilience of shoreline) 

2. Status of Project Readiness/Time to Completion:  

- no E&D / permitting has occurred on site 

- Time to completion: 36 months 

3. Summary of potential risks to implement and maintain proposed activities:  

In all construction projects there are risks, that can easily be mitigated, including: 

- cost overages on construction estimates 

- contractor performance 

- environmental circumstances that halt or reduce construction progress 

4. Permit(s) Required: Y   N   Unknown        

 

5. If yes, status of permit(s):        Have not submitted application          Application(s) submitted      

                                                           Permit(s) obtained 

6. Described benefit/need to the community/region:  

- it is unclear how the park and pier are used currently; the state of the sites currently is and how the improvements 

would increase economic use of the site 

7. Comments and summary from independent evaluation: 

- seems like the project includes all necessary upgrades, without a definitive understanding or idea of what exact 
repairs, improvements are needed. 
- it’s unclear to the current state of affairs of the resilience of the project, is the edge going to be a bulkhead, living 
shoreline, combination of both? 
- Federal procurement standards will apply (2 CFR 200). 
- Pass-through award, increase monitoring effort by ADCNR. 
- difficult to assess permitting requirements as there is not a clear picture of what the needs are for construction 
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Supplemental Evaluation Information 

Project Name:   Fairhope Working Waterfront and Green Space         Project ID:  332     

Does project:                

8. Demonstrate benefits in relation to cost of project: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- unsure of the benefits of the project based on the $6.2 million estimate. 

 

 

 

9. Quantify or qualify Short-term/long-term economic benefits: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- the proposal describes coastal resiliency as a benefit of the project. It is unclear what is the current state of the 

coastal edge?  

 

 

10. Adequately demonstrate need: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- The current state of the pier and green space and the need for improvements to the areas is unclear 

- is the edge going to be a bulkhead, living shoreline, combination of both? 

 

 

11. Prevent adverse impacts elsewhere: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- construction activities would be localized to the site and would not have any adverse impacts off site 

 

 

12. Expand/promote an existing industry or offers diversification: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- the project seeks to improve a current green space and pier and does not have any direct ties to existing industry or 

diversification of that industry. 
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13. Demonstrate short‐ or long‐term job creation: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- the improvements to the park and pier would attract small business, tourists, and increase economic development 

which could lead to jobs 

- there are several assumptions of build it and they will come (tourism, ecotourism, seafood industry) that we would 

want to discuss before committing the project to those aspects. 

 

 

14. Provide measurable outcomes: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

15. Address potential risks and uncertainties: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

 

 

 

 

16. Address use of cutting-edge technology: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- construction will utilize green infrastructure as much as possible 

 

 

 

17. Address environmental compliance needs and status: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- several environmental compliance checks will have to be made dependent on the state of the construction activities, 

especially those in the water (bulkhead, living shoreline, pier repairs) 

- boxes currently check no (CWA 404, NMFS, MMPA) may come into play depending on the level of in water 

construction 

- difficult to assess permitting requirements as there is not a clear picture of what the needs are for construction 
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18. Demonstrate post‐implementation sustainability, including recurring costs:  Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- city has suggested that they have maintenance and ground landscaping funds to maintain the green space / pier 

through the City of Fairhope Public Works Department. 

 

 

 

 

19. Demonstrate budget reasonableness:  Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- very precise numbers for E&D, architectural services and construction, but there is not a very clear articulation / 

understanding of what is to be constructed 

-There are many potential initiatives listed in this Working Waterfront infrastructure application. Suggested methods 

to manage overall cost considerations would be to complete the overall Master Plan and then prepare a master 

budget to include all Architectural/Design services, permitting costs & fees associated with the design elements, 

applicable construction costs and maintenance cost over the life of the project.  

It would appear that the multiple components listed in the application could not be totally funded within the 

$6,200,000.00 budget being applied for but, the upfront planning and costing would allow informed decisions to be 

made concerning overall affordability of specific elements. 

20. If Best Available Science is required, is narrative adequate? Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- Infrastructure - no need for BAS 

 

 

21. Can project be phased? Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- phased for E&D / permitting 

- phased for construction 

 

22. Is project included in an existing strategic/comprehensive plan? Y   N         

Reviewer Comments  

- no comprehensive plan, community plan, or city plan were mentioned in the scope of work 
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23. Feasibility and Logistics (next steps, hurdles, barriers, other considerations) 

- will need significantly more specific details for grant applications or remain vague with special award conditions. 

- likely needs a discussion or planning exercise to determine what are the key construction features 

 

 

24. Additional Options (phasing, etc.) 

Phasing could occur on two fronts: 

- E&D and permitting being a phase 

-Construction activities occurring on a phased approach 

 

 

25. Additional Comments from Reviewer  

 

- need clearer vision for the types of construction, what is being constructed, how those construction activities truly 

make the project more resilient (may not even want to use this term as it is not needed for the eligibility activity 

chosen) 

- need clearer understanding of current state of park/pier, current state of coastal edge 

 

 

 

Reviewed By:           

         

   Printed Name 

 

QAQC By:                 

                      

   Printed Name 


